
December 8, 2009 

Dear Mayor Kleinschmidt and Members of the Chapel Hill Town Council, 

We would like you to be aware that many of us here in Chapel Hill believe that Matt Pohlman 
would make an excellent choice for the open Council seat vacated by Bill Strom. In this package, 
we are presenting copies of e-mail messages from 150 Chapel Hill residents and business owners 
showing support for the appointment of Matt Pohlman to this position and expressing the reasons 
we think he would be the best person to fill the job. We thank you for taking the time to review 
and consider these opinions. 

Respectfully Yours, 
150 Chapel Hill Citizens 



FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Carol Stamm <carolstamm@cajomier.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7,200911 :59 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and 
their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities 
necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important 
issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to 
see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you . Carol Stamm 

http: //webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/mailiPrintMessage.aspx 12/8/2009 



Fwd: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion Page 1 of 1 

From: Sue Koenigshofer <sckdesign@mindspring .com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7,200911 :12 am 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Sue Koenigshofer 

SCK DESIGN 

Creative Graphic Design 

3101/2 West Franklin Street 

Suite 201 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919 . 942.3203 tel 

9 1 9 . 2 6 5 . 9 9 7 1 cell 

919 . 960 . 7967 fax 

sckdesign@mindspring.com 

= 

http://webmai1.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/maillPrintMessage.aSpX 12/8/2009 



Fw: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Marilyn Toelle <mtoe\le@cochill.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7, 200911 :10 am 

----- Original Message ----
From: chvoters@aol.com 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Sent: Sunday, December 06, 2009 8:25 PM 
Subject: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and 
their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities 
necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important 
issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to 
see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. Ron Toelle rtoelle@cochi ll.net 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/8/2009 



FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Bruce Ballentine <bruceb@bapa.eng.pro> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7, 200910:19 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council/since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Bruce Ballentine 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-l /en-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



The Strom Replacement 

From: Laurence Kirsch <Iaurence.kirsch@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: The Strom Replacement 

Date: Mon, Dec 7,20099:11 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. Furthermore, the fifth place candidate has demonstrated greater electoral support 
than any other person that the Council might choose to fill the vacancy. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Laurence Kirsch 
120 Redbud Lane 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Laurence.Kirsch@yahoo.com 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-lIen-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



RE: Second Chance to V oice Your Opinion 

From: Neil Newcomb <nnewcomb@brixxpizza.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7, 20098:45 am 

Page 1 of 1 

I support Matt Pol man to replace the vacancy on the Town Council. Every candidate has a reason they believe 
that makes them qualified , but Matt has the best reason , and the most obvious one which does not need to be 
restated here. 

Neil Newcomb 
Brixx Franchise Systems, LLC 
PO Box 1617 
Belmont, NC 28012 

(919) 225-6491 

From: chvoters@aol.com [mai Ito: chvoters@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 12:50 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

http: //webmai1.ao1.coml29644-412/aol-l /en-us/maiIlPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Fwd: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: TWoodi35@aol.com 

To: CHvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7, 20097:52 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated 
a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, 
having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Terry Woodfin 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Fw: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: madonna swindal <mmswindal@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Mon, Dec 7, 20094:23 am 

--- On Sun, 12/6/09, chvoters@aol.com <chvoters@aol.com> wrote: 

From: chvoters@aol.com <chvoters@aol.com> 
Subject: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 
To: 
Date: Sunday, December 6, 2009 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated 
a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, 
having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Madonna, Frederick L. Swindal 

http://webmail.aol.coml2 9644-4121 aol-l 1 en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Ted Waffa <TKWaffa@compuserve.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:41 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill 
citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated 
a genuine interest in serving the Communiiy, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, 
having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community . In this recent past election , 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy . He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Ted & Carrie Waffa 
401 Laurel Hill Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/ aol-1 1 en-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Re: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Frank H. Livingston <Deadrock2@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Sun, Dec 6, 20093:43 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only 
have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an 
invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues 
directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who 
they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes 
as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of 
our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Frank Livingston 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 len-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Fwd: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion Page 1 of 1 

From: Catherine Linford <clinford@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Sun, Dec 6, 20092:20 pm 

= 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-41 2/ aol-l l en-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 121712009 



Strom replacementCouncil Seat 

From: empcomre@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom replacementCouncil Seat 

Date: Sun, Dec 6,200910:22 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. Louis P. Gonzalez, 201 Alta Court, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

htlp:llwebmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-l/en-us/mailiPrintMessage.aspx 1217/2009 



Strom replacement 

From: Lisa Jones <Icj@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom replacement 

Date: Sun, Dec 6, 20098:33 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who w ill strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
Lisa Jones 
Resident and voter in Chapel Hill 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Our vote for Matt Pohlman 

From: Carolyn Harrell <carolyn@harrellproperties.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Our vote for Matt Pohlman 

Date: Fri, Dec 4,20099:31 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill 
citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they 
demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during 
the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town 's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth 
place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Carolyn and Neal Harrell 
422 W. Barbee Chapel Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-lIen-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Re: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Grey Moody <GMOODY@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 20098:46 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only 
have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an 
invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues 
directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who 
they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes 
as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of 
our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Grey B. Moody 
20 Kendall Dr. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Re: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion Page 1 of 1 

From: Luther Hodges <Ihhodges@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 20094:23 pm 

from Cheray Z. Hodges 

Luther Hodges 
Phoenix Associates, Inc. 
lhhodges@nc.rr.com 
(please note new, preferred address) 
20114 Scott 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-942-4180 

On Dec 4,2009, at 12:47 PM, chvoters@aol.com wrote: 

:::: 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/ aol-1 1 en-us/mail/PrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



RE: Second Chance to V oice Your Opinion 

From: Mickey Ewell <Mickey@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 20094:20 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
H. J. Mickey Ewell 
833 Kenmore Drive 
Chapel Hill 

http: //webmail.aol.com!29644-412/aol-1 /en-us/mailiPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: John A. Perry <JohnPerry@CardinaIStateBank.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri , Dec 4, 2009 3:57 pm 

John A. Perry 

Vice President 
Commercial Lending 
Cardinal State Bank 
3710 University Drive, Suite 160 
Durham, NC 27707 

P: 919-433-3455 
F: 919-433-3459 
johnperrv@cardinalstatebank.com 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the CQuncil,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Disclaimer: This email (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended solely for the use of 
named addressee, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete it immediately 
and are hereby notified that disclosure, copying, distribution , or reuse of this message or any information 
contained therein by any other person is strictly prohibited. 

htlp:llwebmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-lIen-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 1217/2009 



FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: louhightower <Ihightower@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 20093: 19 pm 

From: chvoters@aol.com [mailto:chvoters@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 04,200912:19 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Louis and Carolyn Hightower 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

http://webmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-1 len-us/maillPrintMessage.aspx 12/7/2009 



Strom replacement 

From: Giles Williams <gw@buildwithresolute.com> 

To: 'chvoters@aol.com' <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: Strom reolacement 

Date: Fri , Dec 4,20093:16 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a 
genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the 
town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council , since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Giles Williams 
Controller 

1"" 
The RESOLUTE Building Company 

Post Office Box 3656 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 
P:919.933.1000 F:919.493.3333 
gw@buildwithresolute.com 
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FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion Page 1 of 1 

From: Jennifer Okun, RN <JenniferO@tubal-reversal.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 20092:43 pm 

from: Jennifer Okun Ballentine 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed 
and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the 
fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider 
the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: Dave Ballentine <dave_ballentine@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4,20092:31 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An .~! .~~~.i.~.rl .. ~~.~.e.':l.~~rl. is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families . Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the !~~rl.S~':Irl_~_i_l. to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you, 

Dave Ballentine 
500 Pritchard Ave 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 

htlp:llwebmail.aol.coml29644-412/aol-lIen-us/mailiPrintMessage.aspx 12/4/2009 



Strom replacement 

From: Kileff, Brian <brian@oenophilia.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom replacement 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 2009 1:48 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Brian Kileff 
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Vacant Council Seat 

From: Erika Buchholtz <erikaproperties@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Vacant Council Seat 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 2009 1 :38 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you , 
Erika Buchholtz 
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council seat 

From: Max Lloyd <max.lloyd@earthlink.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: council seat 

Date: Fri, Dec4, 20091:18 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

As much as we would like diversity in our elected bodies. It is a dangerous precident for democracy to not listen 
to voter feed-back when that feed-back is available. Matt Pohlman went through the entire election process and 
was supported by a large number of voters. He should have the open seat on the council. 

Thanks, 
Max Lloyd 
Chapel Hill 
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Opinion on Strom Replacement... 

From: Sue Kaderabek <SKaderabek@franklin-street.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Opinion on Strom Replacement... 

Date: Fri , Dec4, 2009 1:18 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me, Susan 
Kaderabek, as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you, 

Susan Kaderabek 

Delivery and timely delivery of electronic mail is not assured. Franklin Street Partners therefore recommends that you do not 
send time-sensitive or action-oriented messages to us via electronic mail, including authorization to "buy" or "sell" a security or 
instructions to conduct any other financial business. Such requests, orders or instructions will not be processed until Franklin 
Street Partners can confirm your instructions or obtain appropriate written documentation where necessary. 

This message is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 
the intended recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message 
is strictly prohibited and that you should notify us immediately at 877-489-2600. 

Please note that the contents of this email should not be construed as financial advice unless explicitly stated as such in the 
text of the email. Further, it should be noted that this email (and any attachments) should not be regarded as an offer to sell or 
as a solicitation of an offer to buy any financial product, an official confirmation of any activity, or as an official statement of 
Franklin Street Partners. Finally, please note that (to the extent that any financial information is contained in this email) - past 
returns are not necessarily indicative of future returns. 
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Support the election process 

From: David Godschalk <dgod@email.unc.edu> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Support the election process 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 2009 1 :09 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appOintment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with 
the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Fw: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

From: ptbeyle@mindspring .com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Second Chance to Voice Your Opinion 

Date: Fri, Dec 4,2009 12:55 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort 
from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent 
indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's 
citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the 
important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters 
sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the 
views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Pat Beyle 
Thad Beyle 
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Give Ireland Back to the Irish 

From: Andrew Burns <ABurns@hamilton-point.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Give Ireland Back to the Irish 

Date: Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:28 pm 

Please respect democracy in America by attending to the following suggestion. 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Andrew C. Burns 
Chief Investment Officer 
Hamilton Po int Investment Advisors, LLC 
120 Timberhill Place 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Office Toll Free (877) 636-3765 
Cell (919) 428-3765 
Fax (919) 636-3766 

www.hamiltonpoint.com 

[ logo-on ly 
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Page 1 of 1 

From: Lucy Falk <Iandifalk@nc.rr.com> 
To: chvoters@aol.com 

= 

Date: Sun, Nov 22, 200910:42 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they 
demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education 
during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In 
this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear Signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Nell Laton <nlaton@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Fri , Nov 20,200911 :16 am 

Nell Laton 
nlaton@nc.rr.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: Kay Richardson [mailto:kayrichardson@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11 :20 AM 

Page 1 of 1 

To: Ron Adams; Jeanne Barbour; Gracia Barry; Barbara Boyd; patricia catalina; Susana Dancy; Betsy Donovan; 
Doris Elkin; Susan Gibson; Kay Gruninger; Kathy Hampshire; Barbara Hulka; jackolin@nc.rr.com; Ruth Keefe; 
Nancy Lebo; Maggie Linquist; Patti Macon; Alice Newsome; nlaton@nc.rr.com; Julie richardson; Ruth Ann and 
Paul Schwenke; Judy Scott; Sally Shook; Claire Sobel; Laura VanSant; Betty White 
Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, 
please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth 
highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
of time and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors 
of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also 
gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 
[Nell Laton] 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: Chris B Smith <chris@safeharborcap.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Fri , Nov 20,2009 11 :14 am 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this 
recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting 
on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth 
place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Chris 8 Smith 
1450 Raleigh Road 
Suite 205 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-537-7110 work 
919-360-9392 mobile 
chris@safeharborcap.com 

= 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Michele K. Burris <micheleburris@mindspring.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Fri , Nov 20, 20099:54 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Michele Burris 

Michele K. Burris 
Broker/REALTOR 
CSP , e-'PRO , ABR 

The Home Te am 
172 1 E . Frankl i n Street 
Chape l Hill , NC 27514 
(919) 619 - 1870 Mobile 
(919) 96 7- 6363 Office 
(866) 729 - 5486 Fax 

www . chape l h i llhomebuyers . com 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: Michael Weil <mweil@magichappens.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:31 am 

Please be advised .. . thanks, 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Michael Weil 
travel@magichappens.com 
cell: 919.619.5969 

= 
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Strom replacement on Chapel Hill Town Council 

From: Heidi Soeters <heidisoeters@gmail.com> 
To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom replacement on Chapel Hill Town Council 
Date: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 9:17 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, 
please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth 
highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
of time and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors 
of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only 
have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they 
also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council , since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you , 
Heidi Soeters 
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Storm·s Council Seat Replacement 

From: EdAdkins@aol.com 

To: CHvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Storm's Council Seat Replacement 

Date: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 9:01 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated 
a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, 
having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of whom they would like to see sitting on the council , since the fifth place 
candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all our citizens. 

Thank you, 
Ed Adkins and Hulene Hill 
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Appointment to Town Council 

From: Terri Tyson <territyson@earthlink.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Appointment to Town Council 

Date: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 3:27 pm 

For the critically i mportant Council decision on the Strom replacement , 
please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth 
highest vote getter fo r the following reasons : 

An election campaign is an arduous process that i nvolves a huge commitment of 
time a nd effort from the candidates and their families. Endurin g the rigors of a 
po l itical campa i gn is an excel l ent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town ' s citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community , but they also 
gain an inva luable education during t he process , having reviewed and discussed 
all the important issues directly wi th the community . In this recent past 
election, the Town ' s voters sent a clear signal of who they ' d l ike to see 
sitt ing on the council , since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate . 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens . 

Sincerely , 

Terri Tyson 

Terri Tyson 
919-929-6189 (h) 
919 - 260-6609 (mobile) 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Marilyn Toelle <mtoelle@cochill.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Thu, Nov 19, 20092:33 pm 

----- Original Message ----
From: chvoters@aol.com 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 3:21 PM 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. Marilyn Toelle 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Carol Ann Zinn <cazinn@zinndesignbuild.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 2:41 pm 

Carol Ann Zinn 
2010 N Lakeshore Drive 27514 

From: chvoters@aol .com [mai Ito: chvoters@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 3:23 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Page 1 of 1 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, removing 
all headers and all text in blue (up to, but not including the statement in black beginning "For the 
critically important Council decision ... ") and adding your name. 

And please (using BCC) pass this email on to other like-minded Chapel Hill citizens with the instructions 
above. 

All replies will be submitted to Council in advance of their decision-making process for the Council 
vacancy. 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Council appointment 

From: Julia Shields <jshields@unc.edu> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Council appointment 

Date: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 11:48 am 

*Dear Sirs, 

*After the election, I - a registered Democrat - say the same thing I said before: 

Page 1 of 1 

the only reasonable way to fill the vacant seat is to appoint the fifth highest vote-getter, unless that person receives an 
extremely low number of votes in the election. So I am sending you this, which was forwarded to me and with which I 
certainly agree. 

(And shame on Strom - unless he had some extreme personal and unavoidable reasons for resigning at that time. And if he 
has, he should explain himself further to the voters who are disgusted with him And shame on the Council, for wanting their 
own say over the voters'.)* 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appOintment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons:* 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with 
the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Julia Shields 
Chapel Hill native and voter in every election 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: vanessavtinsley@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20098:20 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Vanessa Tinsley 

Vanessa Valena Tinsley 
111 Gurnsey Trail 
Chapel Hill , NC 27517 
(919) 929-5217 I home I 
(919) 883-6487 I mobile I 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Bob Tyson <artyson@earthlink.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed , Nov 18, 20095:27 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort 
from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent 
indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's 
citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the 
important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters 
sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the 
views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Bob Tyson 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Bill Soeters <store3651@theupsstore.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed , Nov 18, 20095:06 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement , please 
count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highes t 
vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of 
time and effort from the candidates and their families . Enduring the rigors of 
a political campaign is an exce l lent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town ' s citizens . Not only 
have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community , but they 
also gain an invaluable education during the process , havi ng reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community . In this recent 
past e l ection , the Town ' s voters sent a clear signal of who they ' d like t o see 
sitting on the council , since the fifth p l ace candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate . 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy . He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our c i tizens . 

Thank you. 

Bill Soeters 
207 Graylyn Drive 
Chapel Hill , NC 27516 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: Daniel Wallace <dwallace@mindspring.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

= 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 5:05 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
councitsince the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Filling the Empty Council Seat 

From: Carol George <carol-n-george@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling the Empty Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20094:50 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Carol George 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Maureen Buck <mbuck@wealthmgmtconsultants.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20094:27 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge 
commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in 
serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during 
the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly 
with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a 
clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council/since the fifth 
place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters 
and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive 
as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 

Maureen Buck 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Andrew Stults <astults@earthlink.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20094:24 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only 
have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an 
invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues 
directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who 
they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes 
as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of 
our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Andrew Stults 
Chapel Hill, NC 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Luther Hodges <Ihhodges@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20094:22 pm 

Luther H. Hodges, Jr. 
Phoenix Associates, Inc. 
20114 Scott 
Chapel Hill , NC 27517 
919-942-4180 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: PJS22NJS@aol.com 

To: CHvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 4: 15 pm 

From: CHvoters 
BCC: PJS22NJS 
Sent: 11/18/20093:20:38 P.M. Eastern Standard Time 
Subj: Filling Strom&apos;s Council Seat 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, 
removing all headers and all text in blue (up to, but not including the statement in black 
beginning "For the critically important Council decision ... ") and adding your name. 

And please (using BCC} pass this email on to other like-minded Chapel Hill citizens with the 
instructions above. 

All rep lies will be submitted to Council in advance of their decision-making process for the 
Council vacancy. 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed 
and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the 
fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider 
the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: sydelstran@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20094:13 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the councitsince the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Peter Turner <dunkindonutsnc@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 4:02 pm 

Peter Turner 

From Peter Turner 109 Butterfield Ct Chapel Hill NC 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed 
and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the 
fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider 
the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Linda Butler <lIbgoheels@mindspring .com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 3:53 pm 

WE would like for Matt Pohlman to be our next Councilman . 
Linda and Cliff Butler 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the councitsince the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Jack G Olin <jackgolin@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 3:32 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
of time and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors 
of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also 
gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Joe Rogers <rogersteam@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 3:31 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Joe Rogers 
2477 Foxwood Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: bevstutts@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20093:31 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed 
and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council, since the 
fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider 
the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Beverly W. Stutts 
113 Timberlyne Court 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Pam Shannon <ps1445@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20093:29 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the councitsince the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
Pam Shannon 
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Strom·s Council Seat 

From: Betsy Donovan <bdonovan1@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20092:28 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Katharine E. Betsy Donovan 
Chapel Hill Voter 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Roberta Copeland <rojoco@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 2:21 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you . 
Roberta J. Copeland 
James L. Copeland 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Jean Sailer <jsailer@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 
Date: Wed, Nov 18, 200912:38 pm 

= 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, 
please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth 
highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
oftime and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors 
of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they 
also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you . 

Jean Sailer 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Dick Dennis <rldennis@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 12:03 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Richard Dennis 
rldennis@nc.rr.com 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Kay Richardson <kayrichardson@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 11 :03 am 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, 
please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth 
highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
oftime and effort from the candidates and theirfamilies. Enduring the rigors 
of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also 
gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Kay Richardson 

= 
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Empty Council Seat 

From: Laura Piver <Ipiver@bellsouth.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Empty Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 10:58 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with 
the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Laura Piver 
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concerned voters 

From: maggie morris <maggiemorris1125@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: concerned voters 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 10:51 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated 
a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, 
having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election , 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you ..... Maggie and Lewis Morris 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: David Joseph <David .Joseph@sas.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com <chvoters@aol.com> 

Page 1 of 1 

Cc: Sally Joseph <sjoseph@carolinaosteopathic.com>; dandsjoseph@bellsouth.net <dandsjoseph@bellsouth.net> 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed , Nov 18, 200910:21 am 

Add my name: David Joseph 

From : chvoters@aol.com 
Date: November 17, 2009 11 :36:13 AM EST 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, removing 
all headers and all text in blue (up to, but not including the statem ent in black beginning "For the 
critically important Council decision ... ") and adding your name. 
And please (using BCC) pass this email on to other like-minded Chapel Hill citizens with the instructions 
above. 
All repli es will be submitted to Council in advance of th eir decision-making process for the Council 
vaca ncy. 
For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 
Thank you. 
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Council appointment 

From: Charles House <charleshouse@universityflorist.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Council appointment 
Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 10:08 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appOintment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with 
the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 

Charles House 
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Council seat petition 

From: Carol Minton <cgminton@mindspring.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Council seat petition 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 9:55 am 

For the critical ly important Council decision on the Strom replacement, 
please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth 
highest vote getter for the fo llowing reasons : 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
of time and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the 
rigors of a politica l campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate 
has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town 's citizens . 
Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community , 
but they a lso gain an invaluable education during the process , having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community . 
In this recent pas t election , the Town's voters sent a cl e ar signa l of who 
they ' d like to see sitt i ng on the council, since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candi date . 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy . He is someone who wi ll strive as a 
Council member to consider t he views of all of our citizens . 

Thank you . 
Carol Minton 
8 Cl over Drive 
Chapel Hill , 27517 
942-0990 
cgminton@mindspring . com 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Dan Copeland <dan@lancelottaconsulting.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 20099:10 am 

From: chvoters@aol,com [mailto:chvoters@aol,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:18 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Page 1 of 1 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town 's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the counci" since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 

citizens. 

Thank you. 
Leigh and Dan Copeland 
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Matt Pohlman Page 1 of 1 

From: Anne Dusek <adusek@mac.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Matt Pohlman 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 9:03 am 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
councitsince the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Anne and Alex Dusek 

= 
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Pohlman 

From: MCCapel@Capel.net 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Pohlman 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 8:52 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Mary Clara Capel 
105 S. Boundary St. 
Chapel Hill 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Kara Cochran <karacochran@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 8:02 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they 
also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Kara Kooken Cochran 
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Strom Replacement Decision 

From: Jay Klompmaker <jklompmaker@mindspring.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom Replacement Decision 

Date: Wed, Nov 18, 2009 7:46 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Jay E. Klompmaker 
705 Pinehurst Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-6530 
919-929-4587 Tel. 
919-270-5400 Cell 
919-929-4587 Fax 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From : Joe Laton <jlaton@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re : Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Wed , Nov 18, 20096:56 am 

Page 1 of2 
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I would approve that. 
Joe Laton 

-------Origina/ Message-------

From: chvoters@aol.com 
Date: 11/17/2009 1 :33 :57 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: , 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, removing 
all headers and all text in blue (up to, but not including the statement in black beginning "For the 
critically important Council decision ... " ) and adding your name. 

And please (using BCC) pass this email on to other like-minded Chapel Hill citizens with the 
instructions above . 

All repl ies will be submitted to Council in advance of their decision-making process for the Council 
vacancy. 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you . 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Megan Crunkleton <meganwolf@mac.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 10:33 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a poiitical campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
= 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Irene Briggaman <irenebriggaman@hotmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200910:17 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Windows 7: I wanted simpler, now it's simpler. I'm a rock star. = 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Stephen@Sandra <stevearich@bellsouth .net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 10:14 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 

citizens. 

Thank you. 

Sandra and Stephen Rich 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Steve Henson <henson@cb-e.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 10:09 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please 
count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote 
getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge cowmitment of 
time and effort from the candidates and their families . Enduring the rigors of a 
political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also 
gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed 
all the important issues directly wi t h the community. In this recent past 
election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Steve Henson 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: Gracia Barry <graciabarry@mac.com> 

To: Chapel Hill Voters <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200910:02 pm 

From Gracia Barry 

= 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they aiso gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Caroline Spencer <cclaytonr@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 9:53 pm 

Page I of I 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 

citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: B Koszalka <bkoszalka@mac.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 9:47 pm 

Council Members: 

= 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council, Matt Pohlman. He received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 

I ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Marc Pons <mpons@chapelhilltire.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 9:36 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Marc Pons 
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Filling Seat 

From: Pete Guild <pguild@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20099:20 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen 
favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated 
a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, 
having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate 
received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you . 

Pete Guild 
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Petition to Town Council to fill Strom remaining 2 yrs w 5th-place candidate 

From: Lynne Kane <mizmurmyz@yahoo.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Petition to Town Council to fill Strom remaining 2 yrs w 5th-place candidate 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 9:00 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

[If you agree with this statement urging Town Council to fill the remaining 2 years of Bill Strom's 
resigned Council seat by appointing Matt Pohlman, please sign your name, address in Chapel Hill, and 
tel. no. & email address. Then simply copy & paste the actual message with your signature info into a 
new email &sendto chvoters@aol.com - Thanx, Lynne Kane] 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
Lynne Kane 
11 Lark Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
Tel. 919-960-0983 
Email: mizmurmyz@yahoo.com 
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Filling Stron's Council Seat 

From: Spadki2003@aol.com 

To: CHvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Stron's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 8:55 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Santosh and Kalea Padki 
Chapel Hill, NC 
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[Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat] 

From: George Draper <gdraper@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: [Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat] 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 8:52 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

*For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons:* 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with 
the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 

George Draper 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: Mary Moore <mhrmoore@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

= 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20098:40 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this 
recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting 
on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth 
place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Eva Higgins <elhiggins@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20096:14 pm 

From: chvoters@aol.com 
Date: November 17, 2009 11 :36: 13 AM EST 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 
Thank you. 

Eva Higgins 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: Sally Austin <s11yaustin@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 8:10 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Sally Austin 

Begin forwarded message: 

chvoters@aol.com, 

= 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Edward Fuchs <fuchs.edward@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 7:50 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment ohime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council/since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Ed Fuchs 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Barbara Snider <bsnider@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 7:37 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort 
from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent 
indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. 
Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain 

an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important 
issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear 
signal of who they'd like to see sitt ing on the council/since the fifth place candidate received 
almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the 
views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: merinnj@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20096:22 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this 
recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting 
on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth 
place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Mary Elizabeth Reiss 
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Strom replacement 

From: Adam Jones <adam@millhouseproperties .com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom replacement 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 5:29 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill 
citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from the 
candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they 
demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during 
the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth 
place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Adam W. Jones 
Mill House Properties 
1720 East Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 968-7226 
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Council seat 

From: Barbara Barnes <bjbjelde@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Council seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 5:21 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

Barbara Barnes 
217 Weaver Mine Trl. 
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do the right thing: appoint the 5th highest vote getter 

From: Bill Bradley <BiII.Bradley@nice,com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: do the right thing: appoint the 5th highest vote getter 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 5:17 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they aiso gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Bill Bradley 
Global Account Manager 
NICE Systems Ltd , United States 

(T) +1 (919) 969-5670 
(M) +1 (919) 265-8475 
Bill .Bradley@nice ,com 
www .nice .com 

NICE - Insight from Interactions ™ 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: jack@jackpricecpa.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20094:53 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 

winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
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COlmcil vacancy apppointment 

From: Terry Crook <terrycrook@earthlink.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Council vacancy apPPointment 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20094:14 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and their 
families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to 
give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but 
they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with 
the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 

Terry & Sue Crook, 405 Long Leaf Drive, Chapel Hill 27517 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Warner Callie <calliemetals@earthlink.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

= 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20094:01 pm 

= 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, 
please count me, Callie Warner, as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment 
of time and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors 
of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they 
also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many 
votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of t he Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you . 
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Council Seat 

From: Kemp, Mary <Mary.Kemp@pruysu.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20093:51 pm 

Dear Town Council, 

Page 1 of 1 

Concerning the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Mary Kemp 
208 New Castle Place 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
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Strom·s Replacement 

From: Mcainwilder@aol.com 

To: CHvoters@aol.com 

Cc: Mcainwilder@aol.com 
Subject: Strom's Replacement 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 3:39 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the 
candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine 
interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear 
signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the 
fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Michael Wilder 

3905 Sweeten Creek Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: SEAGROT@nationwide.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20093:38 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 
Thank you. 

Ted Seagroves, 100 Wicklow PI, Chapel Hill, NC 
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From: Thomas Higgins <thiggins@hfgmlaw.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20093:36 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you 

Thomas D. Higgins III 

Higgins, Frankstone, Graves & Morris, P.A. 

1414 Raleigh Road, Suite 320 

The Exchange West 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27517 

P 919-968-4717 f 919-883-1430 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (or in any attachment) is not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, 
marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed in this communication (or in any 
attachment). 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission has been sent by a lawyer. It may contain 
information that is confidential, privileged, proprietary, or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not 
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you are not authori~ed to read , print, retain, copy or 
disseminate this message, any part of it, or any attachments. If you have received this message in error, please 
delete this message and any attachments from your system without reading the content and notify the sender 
immediately of the inadvertent transmission . There is no intent on the part of the sender to waive any privilege, 
including the attorney-client privilege, that may attach to this communication . Thank you for your cooperation . 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Amanda S Kingsbury <ask@us.ibm.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 3:17 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Amanda 

Amanda S. Kingsbury 
IBM ISV & Developer Relations 
919-486-1608 til 526-1608 
Mobile 919-260-8829 
3039 E. Cornwallis Road, RTP, NC 27709 
ask@us.ibm.com 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Frank <fafgolfer@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20093:07 pm 

It is hereby announced for the record that : 

Gail V. Ferreira and I, Frank A. Ferreira, Jr. , endorse and 
encourage having the fifth (5th) h i ghest vote receiver in the past Chapel 
Hill election to be selected to the Town Council as the rep l acement for Mr. 
Strom. 

Yours truly , 

Frank A. Ferreira , Jr. and Gail V. Ferreira 
30072 Benbury Drive 
Chapel , Hill, NC 27517 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: D'Ann George <dgeorge8@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20093:03 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

My husband and I wil l hope you will please do the right thing and select the fifth highest vote getter 

Matt Pohlman to replace Strom . 

D' Ann George 
Dan George 
224 Chesley Lane 
Chapel Hill 
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From: Gretchen St. John <gusst@bellsouth.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:52 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment ohime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Gretchen and Art St. John 
919-968-3003 
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Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Melissamcain@aol.com 

To: CHvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:48 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed 
and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, 
the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council ,since the 
fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider 
the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you . 

Melissa M. Cain 
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From: Doak.Trey <Trey.ooak@SunTrust.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:41 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 

citizens. 
Thank you. 

Trey Doak 
Lucy Doak 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and 
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other 
use of or taking action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended 
recipient is prohibited. If you have received this email in error please contact the sender and delete the 
material from any computer. 

SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc. Live Solid. Bank Solid. is a 
service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc. 
[ST:XCL] 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Jack Mac <macrealty@hotmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:39 pm 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2009 13: 15:29 -0500 
From: 9hvoters@aol.com 
To: 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. Jack McDonnell 

Bing brings you maps, menus, and reviews organized in one place. Try it now. = 
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Matt Pohlman 

From: Rollie Tillman <Rtillman1@cochill.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Matt Pohlman 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:35 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 

citizens. 

Thank you. 

Rollie Tillman 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Tom Holt <THolt@bhspa.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:27 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Tom Holt 
Chapel Hill Citizen 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: puech1 <puech1@aol.com> 

To: chvoters <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:24 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Antoine A. Puech 
President and CEO 
MEY Corporation 
121 S. Estes Drive, Suite 101 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-932-58000 
919-672-3831 M 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat Page 1 of 1 

From: whitr@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:24 pm 

This alternative makes the most sense. Any other option does not take the voters' choice into consideration . 

On Nov 17, 2009, at 11 :32 AM, chvoters@aol.com wrote: 

= 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, 
removing all headers and all text in blue (up to, but not including the statement in black 
beginning "For the critically important Council decision ... ") and adding your name. 

And please (using BCe} pass this email on to other like-minded Chapel Hill citizens with the 
instructions above. 

All replies will be submitted to Council in advance of their decision-making process for the 
Council vacancy. 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Chuck Osborne <chuck.osborne@scynexis.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:23 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 
Thank you. 

Chuck Osborne 
Chief Financial Officer 
SCYNEXIS, Inc. 
chuck.osborne@scynexis.com 
919-206-7222 
This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Carter Linstead <Carter@CarterAndJones.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:01 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, removing 
al l headers and al l text in blue (up to, but not including the statement in black beginning "For the 
critically important Council decision ... ") and adding your name. 

And please (using BCC) pass this email on to other like-minded 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the 
Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council, since the fifth 
place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the 
views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 

A. Carter Linstead 
153 Graylyn Dr 
Chapel Hill , NC 27516 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Alicia <CampLinstead@CarterAndJones.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20092:01 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

If you agree with the following statement, please FORWARD a reply to chvoters@aol.com, removing 
all headers and all text in blue (up to, but not including the statement in black beginning "For the 
critically important Council decision ... " ) and adding your name. 

And please (using BCC) pass this email on to other like-minded 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a 
Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following 
reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the 
Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and 
discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the 
Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the council, since the fifth 
place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the 
views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Alicia O. Linstead 
153 Graylyn Dr 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
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Strohm replacement 

From: Fred Brooks <brooks@cs.unc.edu> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strohm replacement 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20091:48 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and 
their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities 
necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important 
issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to 
see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Fred Brooks 
413 Granville Road 
Chapel Hill 

= 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Greg Overbeck <Greg@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: FW: Fill ing Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 1 :40 pm 

Greg Overbeck 
Marketing Director, Partner 
Chapel Hil l Restaurant Group 
411 West, 518 West, Squid's, Spanky's, MEZ 
2007 Sustainable Business of the Year 
www.chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com 

From: chvoters@aol.com [mailto:chvoters@aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:17 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients 
Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
Greg Overbeck 
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I agree! 

From: Jim Postma <jp@aag-nc.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: I agree! 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 1 :37 pm 

Matt Pohlman for Strom's former seat! 

Thanks! 

Jim Postma 
Birch Appraisal Group 

"5 NC Offices to serve yOU!" 
301 S. Front Street 
Suite G 
New Bern, NC 28560 
252-514-2222 (0) 
252-514-0138 (Fax) 
252-571-7326 (Cell) 
jpostma@birchappraisal.com 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: McAdams, John <McAdams@johnrmcadams.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 1 :35 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He among all the applicants is the one the greatest number of Chapel Hill citizens 
voted for. 

Thank you. 

John McAdams 
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RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Badrock, Roger <roger.badrock@rbc.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: RE: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 1 :32 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
[ 
Roger Badrock 

Thi s e - ma i l may be privi l eged a nd /or confidential , and t he sender does 
not wa i ve any relat e d rights and ob ligat i ons . 
Any d i s t r i bution , use or copying of this e - mail or the information it 
conta i ns by other than an i ntend ed rec i p i ent is unauthor i zed . 
If you rece i ved this e - ma i l i n e rror , p l ease advi se me (by r eturn 
e - mail or o t herwise) immediately . 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Allison Polish <Allison.Polish@scientificproperties.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 1 :29 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

ExchangeDefender Message Security: Check Authenticity 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Sue Johnson <frankfordsue@bellsouth.net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 20091 :26 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the counci"since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

- Sue and Frankford Johnson 
Colony Woods subdivision, Chapel Hill 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Sharon Hogan <shogan@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 1 :22 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count 
me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time 
and effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an 
excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not 
only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on 
the council, since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning candidate . 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select 
Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Sharon Hogan 
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Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Charles Billings <CBiliings@freeholdlandsurveys.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Fw: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200912:46 pm 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 

Charles Billings 
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Strom Replacement Page 1 of 1 

From: Bethany Paine <Bethany2Paine@aol.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Strom Replacement 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200912:36 pm 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members ofthe Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 

Bethany Paine 

= 
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From: Seth Kingsbury <pazzo@bellsouth .net> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200912:20 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and 
their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities 
necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important 
issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear Signal of who they'd like to 
see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Seth Kingsbury 
1012 Highland Woods Road 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Gravely, Susan <sgravely@Vietri.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 12:15 pm 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me 
as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the 
following reasons: 
An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and 
effort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for 
the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having 
reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the community. In this recent 
past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see sitting on the 
council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 
We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt 
Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to 
consider the views of all of our citizens. 
Thank you. 
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FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Dave Anna <da@buildwithresolute.com> 

To: 'chvoters@aol.com' <chvoters@aol.com> 

Subject: FW: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 12:11 pm 

Dave Anna 

REIOLUTE 
Resolute Building Company 
P.O. Box 3656 , Chapel Hill , NC 27515 
Ph .: 919.933.1000 Fax: 919.493 .3333 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel 
Hill citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you. 
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Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: Andy Esser <andyesser@gmail.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200912:10 pm 

To whom it may concern: 

Page I of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the replacement of Bill Strom, please count me as a Chapel Hill 
citizen favoring appointment of the fifth highest vote getter: Matt Pohlman. 

I need not remind the Council that an election campaign is an arduous process, involving a huge commitment on 
the parts of the candidates and their families. Voluntarily choosing to endure the rigors of a political campaign is 
an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not 
only has Matt Pohlman demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but surely he also gain an 
invaluable education during the process. I know that Mr. Pohlman was personally involved in the electoral 
process, reviewing important local issues and discussing them directly with members of the community. 

In the election on November 3rd, the Town's voters strongly indicated their preference for Matt Pohlman; Mr. 
Pohlman's tally of votes was almost as high as the tally for the fourth place winning candidate. 

I would ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the 
vacancy. Mr. Pohlman is someone who will excel as a Council member and who will admirably represent the 
views of all of our citizens. 

Kind regards, 
Andy Esser 

Andy Esser 
218 Kirkwood Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Ph: 757.869.8284 
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council replacement 

From: suzanne hultman <suzannehultman@mac.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: council replacement 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 200911 :57 am 

For the critically i mportant Council decision on the Strom replacement , please 
count me as a Chapel Hillcitizen favoring appointment of t he fifth highest vote 
recipi ent for the following reasons : 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of 
t ime and eff ort from the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a 
pol itical campaign i s an excellent indicator that the candidate has the 
qualities necessary to give it their a ll for the Town ' s citizens . Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Communi ty , but they als o 
gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed a nd discussed 
a l l the important issues directly with the community . In this recent past 
election, the Town ' s voters sent a clear signal of who they ' d like to see 
sitt i ng on the council , since the fifth place candidate received almos t as many 
votes as the fourth place winn i ng candidate. 

We ask membe r s of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and 
select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a 
Council member to consider the views of al l of our citizens. 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 
Scot t and Suzanne Hultman 
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Filling Strom's seat 

From: Cooper Biersach <cbiersach@nc.rr.com> 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Filling Strom's seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 11 :50 am 

Page 1 of 1 

For the critically important Council decision on the Strom replacement, please count me as a Chapel Hill citizen favoring 
appointment of the fifth highest vote getter for the following reasons: 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment of time and effort from the candidates and 
their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator that the candidate has the qualities 
necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the 
Community, but they also gain an invaluable education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important 
issues directly with the community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to 
see sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place winning 
candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes of the voters and select Matt Pohlman to fill the vacancy. He is 
someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our citizens. 

Thank you. 
Cooper Biersach 
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Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

From: garybuck3@aol.com 

To: chvoters@aol.com 

Subject: Re: Filling Strom's Council Seat 

Date: Tue, Nov 17, 2009 11 :48 am 

Page 1 of 1 

An election campaign is an arduous process that involves a huge commitment oftime and effort from 
the candidates and their families. Enduring the rigors of a political campaign is an excellent indicator 
that the candidate has the qualities necessary to give it their all for the Town's citizens. Not only have 
they demonstrated a genuine interest in serving the Community, but they also gain an invaluable 
education during the process, having reviewed and discussed all the important issues directly with the 
community. In this recent past election, the Town's voters sent a clear signal of who they'd like to see 
sitting on the council,since the fifth place candidate received almost as many votes as the fourth place 
winning candidate. 

We ask members of the Town Council to respect the wishes ofthe voters and select Matt Pohlman to 
fill the vacancy. He is someone who will strive as a Council member to consider the views of all of our 
citizens. 

Thank you, 

Gary Buck 
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